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EFFORT

CHIEFTAIN PHOTOS/CHRIS MCLEAN

Heritage Elementary ﬁrst-grader Aiden Guillen reads the newpaper headlines about the ﬁrst moon landing during his
class visit to the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium on Wednesday.
Mike Cafasso

Girl Scouts of Colorado,
the Catholic Diocese
Foundation and advisory groups to Colorado
State University-Pueblo,
among other organizations.
A lifelong hockey fan
and player, Cafasso has
been one of the leading
forces behind sports
development in Pueblo.
He helped organize the
semipro Pueblo Ravens
team in the 1980s and
early 1990s and served as
an early coach of Pueblo
County’s combined high
school hockey team.
Cafasso and his wife,
Becky, are the parents of
three children and have
one grandson.
In 2012, Cafasso received the chamber’s
Charles W. Crews Business Leader of the Year
award.
“When I think of
people who are inﬂuential leaders, (Cafasso)
is at the top of the list,”
Slyhoff said at the 2012
presentation.
Cafasso received his
bachelor’s degree in mass
communications from
the then-University of
Southern Colorado in
1982. He later received a
graduate degree in banking from the University
of Colorado in Boulder.
He has since continued
his education by obtaining multiple education
certiﬁcations from the
Center for Creative Leadership, the Disney Institute, Ritz-Carlton and
the American College of
Health Care Executives,
the chamber noted.

EDUCATION

Out of this wÞrld
First-graders get up close with cosmos
BY JON POMPIA
THE PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN

A gaggle of excited
Heritage Elementary
School ﬁrst graders took
a trip deep into the vast
and enthralling expanses
of the cosmos Wednesday.
All without ever leaving the warm and safe
conﬁnes of Centennial
High School.
With Mike Bentley
serving as a particularly
enthusiastic star guide
and host, the children
sat enraptured inside
Centennial’s Christa
McAuliffe Planetarium
as gorgeously captivating images of outer
space were projected on
the dome above them.
“Here, our skies are
never cloudy,” Bentley
told the youngsters,
whose visit complemented a “Journeys”
literacy curriculum and
the book “Let’s Go To
The Moon.”
Fittingly, the “magniﬁcent desolation” of
Earth’s natural satellite
was among the heavenly
destinations the ﬁrst
graders virtually toured.
Right alongside “Buzz”
Aldrin, Michael Collins
and Neil Armstrong.
A fantastic voyage
preceded by the reading
of a July 1969 headline
in The Pueblo Chieftain
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Host Michael Bentley (standing) explains what Heritage Elementary School ﬁrstgraders are about to see as they settle into the reclining seats of Centennial High
School’s planetarium.

More on the web

CHIEFTAIN.COM/
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touting the historical
achievement and a
thought-provoking question from Bentley.
“If I told you that you
were going someplace
that you’ve never been,
but you might not ever
be able to come back,
would you go?”
The vote seemed split.
“To those who said
‘yes’ and would go no

matter what, you are the
explorers. Congratulations,” Bentley said.
“And those who would
stay home, you still
contribute a whole lot,
because there were a lot
of people on the ground,
hundreds and hundreds,
who supported these
three guys in space for
10 days.”
Just as it did in 1969,
this particular excursion
ended with a capsule
splashdown, which
unfolded before the

U.S. DISTRICT COURT

children in a now iconic
ﬁlm clip.
“Good,” came a response from a relieved
observer. “They are
good Eagles,” a reference to the Heritage
mascot.
As the engrossing galactic junket continued,
the tykes were bombarded with brilliant images
of all that makes the
universe awe-inspiring,
mysterious and magical.
SEE COSMOS, 6 A

e Stoppers tips break record Pueblo man

Powered by TECNAVIA

worked with Assistant
U.S. Attorney Kurt Bohn
to have Robles, 39, prosPueblo Chieftain - 01/11/2018
ecuted in federal court.
Eagan is a member of a
task force comprised of

supervision of a court
officer for three years
after he is released from
prison
reb1den@aol.com

COSMOS/from page 5A ____________________________
“Oohs,” “aahs” and
“wows” ﬁlled the chamber as lifelike representations of planets — some
with tornadoes, volcanoes and other phenomena — stars, comets, nebulas, meteors and brilliant
explosions illuminated
the darkness, expanding
young minds in the sensational process.
The most joyously
clamorous response,

however, was reserved
for a ﬁnale selected
by the Heritage cadets
themselves: a dizzying,
bordering on vertiginous, virtual ride on an
astral roller coaster, and
a twisting and turning
jaunt straight into the
heart of a spinning mobius strip.
Bentley, who accompanied the dazzling display
with informative facts

and data — “What makes
you up is star stuff,
straight from space” —
capped the morning with
a bit of advice for those
aspiring to someday
reach the heavens for
real.
“You have to be pretty
good in math, and pretty
good in science,” he explained. “And you have to
listen to your teachers.”
jpompia@chieftain.com

CRIME/from page 5A ______________________________
January to recap the
previous year’s efforts
and highlight the year to
come, Crime Stoppers
President Chuck Granato
said the press conference
coincides with National
Crime Stoppers Month.
“We usually try to
do a press conference
here to draw attention
to the Crime Stoppers
program and to keep
everybody aware that
when you see something,
say something,’ Granato
said. “That’s how our tips
come in.”
Pueblo District Attorney Jeff Chostner said
he looks forward to the
press conference each
year, as it provides an opportunity for the law enforcement community to
highlight its partnership
with Crime Stoppers.
“Whether it’s the
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County Sheriff’s Department, the Pueblo Police
Department, (Colorado)
State Patrol — all of
our partners have come
together to try and make
this a better community, a safer community;
one that is attractive for
businesses to come in,
one that our kids want to
grow up in, one that we
want our grandkids in,”
Chostner said.
“This is a great community, and it’s this partnership that’s cemented
together by Crime Stoppers that really makes
this community click.”
In addition to the
swearing in of the
current Crime Stoppers
board and statements
from Granato, Shay and
Chostner, Pueblo Police
Chief Troy Davenport
and Pueblo County Sher-

iff’s Office Capt. Leroy
Mora, also spoke to the
signiﬁcance of combatting the city’s crime
problems.
Davenport, who credited Crime Stoppers’
efforts with helping the
department solve every type of case, from
homicides to petty thefts,
said Crime Stoppers is a
pivotal part of the criminal justice landscape in
Pueblo.
“When you look at
5,500-plus anonymous
tips — that is signiﬁcant,”
Davenport said. “That is
a wealth of information
and a body of essential
evidence that, frankly,
we use almost on a daily
basis to help our community stay safe.”
zhillstrom@chieftain.com

Priscilla Martinez
9/6/2017
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(daughter
of Aunt Annie
Remembering, as well,
the beloved spouses that
have also passed.
D.L. and Kyle S. Lopez
and Family
IN MEMORIAM
Helen Zupancic

Happy Birthday in
Heaven, Mother
Our mother was an angel
ask anyone she knew
always there to lend a
hand
or do anything for you.
It didn’t matter who you
were,
family or friend,
or a perfect strangerher compassion had no
end.
Of all our many blessings
however great or small,
to have had her for a
mother
was the greatest one of al
Your Loving Family
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